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Round the numbers to the nearest hundred. Which of the following numbers round to 6,400? 1)

a)   6,324 b)      6,368 c)    6,279 d)      6,312 e)    6,445 f )      6,352

Round the numbers to the nearest ten. Which of the following numbers round to 270?2)

a)     271 b)      269 c)      265 d)      273 e)      264 f )      267

Round the numbers to the nearest ten. Which of the following numbers round to 90? 3)

a)      94 b)      89 c)      82 d)     92 e)      81 f )      87

Round the numbers to the nearest hundred. Which of the following numbers round to 700?4)

a)      671 b)      605 c)      682 d)      707 e)      755 f )     714

Round the numbers to the nearest hundred. Which of the following numbers round to 7,300? 5)

a)      7,303 b)      7,270 c)      7,315 d)      7,998 e)      7,294 f )      7,493

Round the numbers to the nearest ten. Which of the following numbers round to 140?6)

a)      135 b)     142 c)      147 d)      139 e)      136 f )      144

Round the numbers to the nearest hundred. Which of the following numbers round to 500?7)

a)      471 b)     513 c)      583 d)      469 e)     555 f )      465
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Name : Answer Key

Round the numbers to the nearest hundred. Which of the following numbers round to 6,400? 1)

a)   6,324 b)      6,368 c)    6,279 d)      6,312 e)    6,445 f )      6,352

Round the numbers to the nearest ten. Which of the following numbers round to 270?2)

a)     271 b)      269 c)      265 d)      273 e)      264 f )      267

Round the numbers to the nearest ten. Which of the following numbers round to 90? 3)

a)      94 b)      89 c)      82 d)     92 e)      81 f )      87

Round the numbers to the nearest hundred. Which of the following numbers round to 700?4)

a)      671 b)      605 c)      682 d)      707 e)      755 f )     714

Round the numbers to the nearest hundred. Which of the following numbers round to 7,300? 5)

a)      7,303 b)      7,270 c)      7,315 d)      7,998 e)      7,294 f )      7,493

Round the numbers to the nearest ten. Which of the following numbers round to 140?6)

a)      135 b)     142 c)      147 d)      139 e)      136 f )      144

Round the numbers to the nearest hundred. Which of the following numbers round to 500?7)

a)      471 b)     513 c)      583 d)      469 e)     555 f )      465
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